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Raymond sat on the three-seater sofa and looked at Feng Qing with scorching eyes. Even though 

he knew that it was impossible for them anymore, it did not stop him from admiring Feng Qing’s beauty. 

 

Her pink lips bit the can gently, and there was a faint smile on her pretty face. Her long 

eyelashes were like small brushes flashing, and she was as beautiful as the scenery. 

 

“Is the Siren Goddess considered a celebrity now? It’s a pity that she doesn’t debut at such a 

level.” 

 

“Brothers, I feel that every frame of the Siren Goddess is wallpaper worthy. I can’t extricate 

myself from her.” 

 

“I want to know who the goddess’s husband is. I want to declare war on him. The hatred of 

snatching my wife is irreconcilable!” 

 

Through Feng Jianing’s live stream, the netizens sent comments as they admired Feng Qing’s 

beautiful face. Feng Jianing’s expression was ugly. She didn’t expect that Feng Qing could conquer many 

netizens with just her looks. Most importantly, she had to admit that Feng Qing was really beautiful. 

 

Before Feng Qing returned to the Feng family, she was very confident in her looks. Even if she 

wasn’t considered a beauty, she was definitely enough. However, after seeing Feng Qing, who had come 

from the countryside, she realized that she would never win in terms of looks. 

 



Looking at the netizens generously praising Feng Qing, Feng Jianing’s patience reached its limit 

and she immediately exited the live broadcast. She originally wanted to defame Feng Qing, but in the 

end, Feng Qing reaped another wave of fans. 

 

“Qingqing, who exactly were you married to?” Feng Jianing asked. 

 

Feng Qing drank a mouthful of fruit juice and said faintly, “What has it got to do with you?” 

 

“Of course it’s related. As a younger sister, I naturally want to see what my Brother-in-law looks 

like.” Feng Jianing teased. 

 

Feng Qing put down the fruit juice and said indifferently, “You’re thinking too much. You won’t 

be my sister soon, and there won’t be any relationship between us.” 

 

The reason why she didn’t speak to the Feng couple immediately was because she was waiting 

for their ears to recover, so she spoke nonsense to Feng Jianing. Glancing at Raymond, Feng Qing stood 

and walked out. A few minutes had passed so their ears should be fine. She could start her performance. 

 

… 

 

In the courtyard, the Feng couple was walking around the container, pressing the passcode lock 

of the container from time to time. They were very curious about the things in the container. 

 

The corners of Feng Qing’s lips curled up as she walked over elegantly. Seeing her come out, the 

Feng couple looked at her. “Qingqing, did that wild man you met outside send this over?” 

 

“You talk too much!” Feng Qing said coldly. 

 



Looking at the container that occupied the entire courtyard, Feng Yuanzhou said, “This is five 

billion?” 

 

Feng Qing ignored him and entered the password. Then, with a click, the container door opened 

automatically, revealing an entire box of cash. 

 

Shocking! 

 

Feng Yuanzhou and Fu Anlan’s eyes were fixed on the container. The scene of five billion cash 

neatly placed together completely shocked their eyes. They had never seen so much money in their 

lives. 

 

At the entrance of the villa, Feng Jianing looked at the cash in the container in a daze. An 

indescribable bitterness rose in her heart. The one billion in cash that Raymond sent was already enough 

to make her envious. Now, there was another man who sent five billion for Feng Qing. Feng Jianing felt 

that she would never meet a man who was willing to spend so much money for her in her life. 

 

Feng Jianing’s eyes gradually turned red as she looked at Feng Qing who was standing in front of 

the container. She really couldn’t understand. Feng Qing, this wild little girl who came from the 

countryside, had never received a good education since she was young, nor had she seen much of the 

world. Other than seducing wild men outside all day, she was useless. What right did a person like her 

deserve these? 

 

“Dad, Mom, why are you still standing there? Hurry up and check with the currency detector. I 

don’t believe that this money is real. Let’s not be cheated by Qingqing.” Feng Jianing said with a sinister 

expression. 

 

Feng Yuanzhou came back to his senses. “Jianing is right. Get the butler to buy a currency 

detector immediately and get all our servants to check the money.” 

 



Fu Anlan looked at Feng Qing and said greedily, “Feng Qing, don’t worry. If this money is real, 

you’re no longer a member of the Feng family. From now on, you have nothing to do with the Feng 

family anymore.. You can even sever all ties with us.” 


